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BETTER COFFEE FOR A
BETTER WORLD
Utopian Coffee balances quality and social impact to
deliver incredible coffee that tangibly improves the lives
of the people producing, serving, and enjoying it.

MISSION
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BETTER COFFEE FOR A BETTER WORLD

About Us
For the last 15 years, we’ve traveled the world as we’ve sourced,
roasted, and shared coffee that tastes better and makes lives better.
Better for the farmers and their families, for our wholesale partners
relying on it to fuel their businesses and employees, and better for the
end consumer.
We live for coffee, but we know that it can be a pretentious, confusing,
and intimidating world to step into. You want great coffee, but you
can’t get bogged down in unnecessary details. That’s why we’ve built a
coffee program for cafes that makes all your coffee needs a breeze.
Ultimately, coffee’s beauty is its ability to be shared and enjoyed
together. Let us help you unlock that power for your employees,
customers, and followers.
This guide will give you some details about how we can help you build
a coffee program that, in big ways and small, creates a better world.
Once you’re ready, give us a call or shoot us an email so we can more
fully explore a partnership. Thanks for choosing Utopian!
PICTURED: UTOPIAN FOUNDER BRENDON MAXWELL
& PRODUCTION PARTNERS IN ETHIOPIA
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PEARL CURRENTLY
UNAVAILBLE

FLAGSHIP
BLENDS

Utopian's Flagship Blends offer consistency for your clientele's
preferred flavor profile and roast level. Available on an
evergreen basis, these coffees adhere to our strict quality
standards while offering an accessible price point.
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UNION BLEND
praline, toffee, & plum. approachable
Has there ever been a more perfect union than humans and coffee?
Union Blend, Utopian’s answer to reliable, everyday, all-day drinking
coffee, is an homage to all of the hardworking farmers that bring the
coffee to the humans, and the humans to the coffee. We couldn’t do it
without you.
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PEARL BLEND
fresh fruits, milk chocolate. expressive
The Pearl Blend is an homage to the location of our roastery on Pearl Street in
downtown Fort Wayne. Pearl Street was the third home for our company, but the place
where we truly found our identity.This blend is a reflection of Utopian’s values, a nod to
our roots, and the confidence in who we’ve become.
The coffee hits with body, depth, and sweetness, self-assured and strong in its
character. A gentle lift of acidity throughout makes promises of the good things to
come, revealing a cup that is deep, balanced, and adventurous.

5LB. Bag |
12oz 6-pack Bag|
12oz MSRP |
Pricing Available Upon Replen
Anticipated In Stock 3/15
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OBSIDIAN BLEND
praline, toffee, & plum. approachable
Obsidian is one of Utopian’s oldest and most beloved blends. This coffee
continues to set the standard for what a dark roast can, and should be.
Every step in our roasting process is meaningful, from the farmer's we
partner with to the final cup. Creating blends can be particularly
challenging because it requires us to continually expand and refine our
partnerships while factoring in seasonality for the specific requirements
to keep each blend.
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ESPRESSO VOLO
chocolate, syrup & caramel. nutty
Espresso may have started in Italy, but it is being perfected in a roastery in Fort
Wayne, IN with a blend of two unique Central American coffees. Both boast
exceptionally sweet and balanced flavors that result in a Volo (quick!) caffeine
hit that delights whether on it’s own or dressed up with foam. If you’ve
abandoned espresso after past experiences of burnt-to-a-crisp flavor profiles,
we invite you to try again. We are diligently working to change the expectation
of in-your-face boldness with this unique blend. However, if you do prefer a
bolder, slightly more traditional profile (that still tastes amazing) try our
Obsidian blend.
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SINGLE
ORIGIN

Peru Los Santaos
Peru Milceades Minga Lot 1 & 2

Single Origin Coffees are available on a rotating basis and represent
the gamut of roast profiles at any given point. Origin is based on
seasonal harvests, outstanding quality, and direct relationship/imact
opportunities.

Colombia Tablon de Gomez
Decaf

Select Sample of Single Origin Offerings as of January 2021

Papua New Guinea Baroida
Estsate Natural

Colombia Toldopamba
Aponte
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EQUIPMENT
SALES &
CONSULTATION
You can’t have good coffee without the right
equipment to make it. The reality is that equipment
often ends up being confusing, expensive, and
distracting. Fortunately, we can remove those pain
points, getting you the equipment you need and
keeping it running smoothly for years to come.
From workhorse brewers and grinders to full,
state-of-the-art café builds, we off the solutions
you need at the prices you want. We’ll start by
understanding your goals and budget, then
leverage our manufacturer distributorships to get
you the best equipment at the best price. We offer
full service from installation to training to ongoing
service, meaning you’ll have just one number to
call when it comes to coffee! No distractions, no
hassle."

SERVICE RECAP

Budget conscious, client-based solutions for new &
existing equipment
Hands-free sourcing, purchasing, installation, training,
& service
Steep discounts through our distributorship with
multiple industry-leading manufacturers

SHARED
MEDIA
ASSETS
Staying relevant and establishing a presence on
social media is a full-time job that requires
constant planning, tending, and artistry. Let us
help to fill out your marketing calendar with our
beautiful, high-res shared media assets.
Partners are given access to approved assets for
each new coffee release that can be used for
Facebook, Instagram, and marketing emails. We
will get your coffee looking every bit as good as it
tastes!

CUSTOM
LABELING
Whether you want a co-branded house
blend or the feel of your own private
coffee label, we can help to outfit the
look!
We offer an array of customization
services for 12oz retail bags, including
environmentally conscious stock bag
options, various label sizes and layouts,
and inventory stocking. Talk to us about
how we can give you the look you've
always wanted.

YOUR
LOGO
HERE

READY FOR
BETTER COFFEE ?
LET'S TALK.
COMPLETE THIS CONTACT FORM & ONE OF OUR
REPS WILL BE IN TOUCH WITHIN
48HRS.

WHOLESALE@UTOPIANCOFFEE.COM

260-344-5660 ex. 111 | +888-55-UTOPIAN

WWW.UTOPIANCOFFEE.COM/WHOLESALE

THANK YOU

